
Requirements:
- rrectness: for all messages in:

PrT0< Setup, (C,5) =Commit (0,m);Verify (0, c, m, i)
=17 =1

-

Hiding: for all common reference strings of90,13" and all efficientA, following distributions are computationally
indistinguishable?

adversary challenger540,13

-

Ti zcomitia,ma
↓
b'E0,13

PrId=1/b =0) - Pr[b= ((b =1]) =reg((x)

-

Hiding:for all adversaries A, if or < Setup, then
I

Pr[(mo,m, c, 50,51) =A: Mom, and Verify (0,C,Mo,5o):1:Verify (0,c,m,,x) )
=

reg

A2K protocol for graph 3-coloring:
~ contains a nodes,
W M edges

-(6)_r(6)
-> let K:E 90,,23 be
a 3-coloring of GI
-

To setup
(a

-> choose random permutation
I *Perm[[0,1,23]

-> for it(n):

for random ri

-

rejectif (i,j) AE

sil,shinsi
(i,xi) -Commit (0, T1Ki1)

lic,as
a
re Kik; (50,1,23

I k;
-

Verify (0,ci, K.,i) =1 =Verify (0, j,Kj,j)
rejectotherwise



uitively. Prover commits to a coloring of the graph
Verifier challenges prover to reveal day ofa single edge
Prover reveals the coloring on the chosen edge and opens the entries in the commitment

a
pleteness: By inspection [if coloring is valid, prover can always answer the challenge correctly]

exceptwith prob. 1- negl
sandness: Suppose 6 is not 3-colorable. Let K...... In be thecoloring the prover

committed to. Ifthe commitmentscheme is

statistically binding, C., ..., in melydetermine K.,..., Kn! Since G is not 3-colorable, there is an edge (ii)tE where

K: =k; or i 490,1,23 or j490,1,2]. [Otherwise, G is 3-colorable with coloring K.,..., kn.] Since the verifier chooses an edge
to check atrandom, the verifier will choose ling) with probability "IE). Thus, if G is not3-colorable,

PrIverifier rejects] IET
Thus, this protocol provides soundness /-E1. We can repeatthis protocol O(IE12 times sentiallyto reduce

soundness error to

Pr[verifier accepts proofof false statement)? (1-1)
* et* =em [since 1 + x =eY)

↳wledge:We need to construct a simulator thatoutputs a valid transcriptgiven only the graph 6 as input.
Let *be a possiblymalicious) verifier. Constructsimulators as follows:

1. Run Vto get 04.

2. Choose Ki = [0,1,23 for all it[n].

3 simulator does not know coloring
Let(C,5i)=Commit (0*, K:) so it commits to a random one

Give (C,
...,
(n) to VY.

3. V*outputs an edge (ij) GE

4. If Kitkj, then 8 outputs (Ki,Kj, i,5j).
Otherwise, restartand tryagain (if fails &times, then abort

Simulator succeeds with probability43 Cover choice of 13...., kn). Thus, simulator produces a valid transcriptwith prob. 1-5* =1-regl()
after Iattempts. Itsuffices to show thatsimulated transcriptis indistinguishable from a real transcript.

- Real scheme:prover opens Ki, K;where Kilk; 90.1,23 Isince
prover randomly permutes the colors]

-

->

simulation: K; and Kjsampled uniformlyfrom 50,1,23 and conditioned on Kifkj, distributions are identical

In addition, (i,j) outputby 4in the simulation is distributed correctlysince commitmentscheme is computationally-hiding (e.g. V*

behaves essentially the same given commitments to a random coloring as itdoes given commitmentto a valid coloring

If we repeatthis protocol (for soundness amplification), simulator simulate one transcriptata time

Summary: Every language in NP has a zero-knowledge proof (assuming existence of PRGs)
I

PROs implycommitments


